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Positioning of the third layer

 In the third layer, data is an anchor point of trustworthiness
• In Society 5.0, the third layer is a field in which cyberspace connections are formed and 

value is created by data independent of physical characteristics.
• Data is basically neutral to systems and organizations, and is freely distributed and utilized 

by being appropriately handled according to standards that require their neutrality.

 Various entities are involved in the data lifecycle
• If incorrect data is distributed and utilized due to improper measures by the participants, 

that can actually lead to harmful consequences.

 Life cycle of data does not close within the third layer.
• Physical damage could arise if a wrong operation command is sent from cyberspace to an 

IoT system because even if the trustworthiness of the transcription function in the second 
layer is ensured, the IoT system can operate faithfully by “correctly” transcribing the wrong 
command.

• Data is sometimes generated in the second layer instead of in the third layer. Therefore, 
trustworthiness of data generation can be ensured by combining both layers. (Integrate 
with the IoT-SSF developed in the second layer TF)
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Establishing the data management concept

(1) There are no established definitions for data management
• Instead of simply incorporating definitions for data management set out by other 

organizations, we should define the concept of data management that is necessary to 
consider security measures centered on data using CPSF as the basis.

(2) Put the focus on data
• Concept of data management should be organized considering how data is handled in each 

process of the life cycle.
(3) The entities involved are not limited to the same or a single entity.

• Data management does not preclude becoming a collective action by multiple entities. 
Example: cloud services

 Various involvements in each process of the data lifecycle

<The three perspectives>

<How to understand data management>
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Objective and target audience of this framework
<Objective of this framework>

<Target audience of this framework>

(The “As-Is” measures)
 While placing data at the focus of the framework, identify risks by visualizing the state in which data is 

placed through the lifecycle, and implement necessary measures including the governance of the 
organization in coordination with stakeholders to ensure data security.

 For details on the countermeasures against the identified risks, refer to existing documents such as DMBOK.

(The “To-Be” measures)
 Clarify the conditions necessary to realize data distribution. It becomes easier to design the protocol by 

utilizing this framework.
 This makes it difficult for a system with a stronger influence to “bundle” with black-boxed protocol and 

makes it possible to ensure the freedom of data linkage and system combination in an open 
environment.

 This also makes it possible to organize the conditions that are originally required for data and its management 
activities without excessive consideration of the entities involved, and to clarify the necessary adjustment 
measures by conducting analysis of gaps between rules of each country.

 Participants in the value creation process
 Providers of services for data utilization
 Those involved in designing, building, and operating systems for data utilization
 Those who intend to provide a trust service
 Those involved in establishing data security guidelines and rules
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Data management modeling overview
 Data management is defined as “managing the processes during which data properties change due to 

events in the domains based on the life cycle”.
 The three elements of “properties,” “domains,” and “events” have a mutual influence.
 It makes it easier to ensure a certain degree of predictability on data changes due to data transitions and 

to share awareness among stakeholders.
 It also makes it easier to consider the measures that should be implemented by each entity based on common 

understanding, and to achieve an environment for ensuring appropriate data management by all the 
stakeholders..

 Property: a property of data
 Domain: the scope of sharing a particular norm for data
 Event: an action that generates, alters, or maintains data properties

Domain
Laws, regulations, internal rules of organizations, 

contracts between organizations, etc.

Event
• Generation/ 

acquisition
• Processing/usage
• Transfer/provision
• Disposal
• Storage

Properties
• Category (personal information, trade 

secrets, etc.)
• Scope of disclosure
• Purpose of use
• Data controller
• Data rights holder

Data A
Data A’

Event
• Generation/acquisition

Properties
• Category (personal information, 

trade secrets, etc.)
• Scope of disclosure
• Purpose of use
• Data controller
• Data rights holder
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Risk analysis procedure
 Visualize the data status in the value creation process using the four steps below.
 Since properties, domains, and events are mutually dependent on one another, each of STEPS 1 through 3 is 

not something irreversible and should be considered based on mutual feedback.
 Risks should not only be identified from the perspectives of cybersecurity (i.e. confidentiality, integrity, 

availability), but also from the point of view of compliance (i.e. laws, regulations).

Visualize the data processing workflow (“events”)

STEP 2
Organize the necessary institutional safeguards (“domains”)

STEP 3
Specify the “properties”

STEP 4
Identify the risks of each “events”
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Modeling (“events”) - Generation, acquisition, processing, usage -

<Generation/acquisition>

<Processing/usage>

 Within the value creation process, data that is exchanged in cyberspace starts its lifecycle by being 
generated or acquired somehow.

 If cyberspace and physical space are highly integrated so that a large volume of information from physical 
space is transcribed to the cyberspace and is shared in real-time, then trustworthiness of data 
generation/acquisition devices and systems, that are not conventionally regarded as part of data 
management, must be considered in order to consider the trustworthiness of data existing in cyberspace 
connections.
 Typical risks: the transcription failures such as measurement results are different from the actual ones and spoofing the 

measuring equipment. 

 An action for creating an added value for data shall be regarded as processing/usage.
 The act of removing some items, elements, records, etc. of data from the analysis process and stored 

data set shall be regarded as a form of processing and shall be regarded separately from disposal.

 It is appropriate to the action of accessing (browsing) data by a person who does not have the data 
as a form of usage, but the contents of “Transfer/provision” should be considered when identifying 
risks.

 Typical risks: unintended use of data, inappropriate processing, etc.

 Events, which generate, alter, or maintain data properties, can be largely classified into the following five 
categories: generation/acquisition, processing/usage, transfer/provision, storage, and disposal.

 Each of the five events may have overlapping properties, and risks should be identified by appropriately 
understanding the events based on the objectives (i.e. browsing is categorized as processing/usage, but also 
can contain an element of transfer/provision).
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Modeling (“events”) - Transfers/provisions -

<Transfer/provision>
 When the supply chain is dynamically constructed, it is necessary to create an environment in which data 

can be transferred and provided more freely and to respond to risks more effectively.
 Specific transfer/provision event is organized into four units: country/region, organization/person, 

system/service, and  device.
 The level of “events” details to disclose must be adjusted based on the objectives of the data flow 

organization.

 If data protection laws and regulations do not exist or are inadequate 
in countries/regions between which data is transferred, then the 
protection level of the origin of a data transfer cannot be ensured at 
the destination of the transfer due to discrepancies in protection level 
between the origin and the destination. 

 If an organization’s security policy is non-existent or inadequate, the 
protection level of the origin of a data transfer cannot be ensured at 
the destination of the transfer due to discrepancies in security level 
between stakeholders involved in the transfer. 

 The following security risks could arise due to insufficient security 
implementation in the system/service.

⁻ Sniffing on the network
⁻ Source/destination spoofing

 The following security risks could arise due to insufficient security 
implementation in the devices.

⁻ Unintended data transfer through a rogue component in a device
⁻ Operation suspension of device due to denial of service attacks such as 

DDoS

Risks of each unit (examples)

Country/
region

Organization/
person

System/
service

Device

Countries/regions involved in the data transfer/provision, 
and the data protection policies, laws, regulations, and 
guidelines of those countries/regions

Organizations and people (entities) involved in the data 
transfer/provision, and the data protection policies, 
systems, etc. of the entities

Data transfer/provision systems comprised of several 
devices and the services provided

System component that physically handles data of 
servers, IoT devices, network devices, etc. that transfer or 
provide data

Unit Matters to consider
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Modeling (“events”) - Storage, disposal -

<Disposal>

<Storage>

 In this framework, the term “disposal” refers to rendering all dataset unusable.
 Regarding personal data collected through individual consent, the act of excluding the data from a dataset via 

a withdrawal of the consent is best regarded as a form of processing/usage.
 Typical risks: data that should be disposed remain and become leaked; data that should not be disposed become disposed.

 Storage always occurs in conjunction with other “events”. During various stages of a lifecycle, data can 
become stored in storage devices and services that are connected to a network, portable media such as a 
client's hard disk or USB flash drive, or temporary storage area of devices, etc.

 In identifying data handling risks and considering security measures, it is best to position storage as a type of 
“event”, because there may be different risks than transfer/provision or processing/usage.
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Modeling (“domains”)
 How to apply a “domain” largely depends on specific situations and circumstances of involved entities, and it is 

impossible to define a uniform setting method or form.
 For example, laws and regulations are a main component of “domains”. To set such a “domain”, organizing 

items into the following four categories can result in an appropriate “domain” being set with a minimum 
risk of omitting required viewpoints.

 On the assumption that “domains” are configured in conjunction with laws and regulations ,etc., that require 
certain common data handling procedures, the four categories are organized based on the potential 
purposes of requiring common data handling procedures.

 Personal data protection
• Examples of “domains”: Act on the Protection of Personal Information (Japan), GDPR (Europe), purpose of use 

agreed to by the individual concerned when personal information is acquired
• Examples of specified properties: categories (personal information, anonymously processed information), data rights 

holder, data controller
 Intellectual property and trade secret protection

• Examples of “domains”: Unfair Competition Prevention Act, Copyright Act, contracts between entities (NDAs, etc.)
• Examples of specified “properties”: categories (trade secrets, provided data with limitations), scope of disclosure, 

data rights holder
 Sensitive technology management

• Examples of “domains”: Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act, U.S. Export Administration Regulations
• Examples of specified “properties”: categories (subject technology for export control, etc.), scope of disclosure, data 

controller
 Maintenance of appropriate social functions

• Examples of “domains”: Financial Instruments and Exchange Act (e.g., provisions about insider trading), various 
confidentiality obligations

• Example of specified “properties”: scope of disclosure
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Modeling (“properties”)

 This section explains typical properties, parameters, and the points for organizing properties.
 It is important to be based on the organized “domains” to consider requirements on data and identify relevant 

specific “properties”.

 Category
• When requiring a special action (“event”) for data (personal information, anonymously processed information, 

trade secrets, provided data with limitations, etc.), especially in conjunction with “domains”, the legal implications 
should be organized as a category.

 Scope of disclosure
• Organize the scope of disclosure specified in the data, including civil law contracts and internal organizational 

rules. Note that even if data is internally handled by an organization, there could potentially be a multi-layered 
application of the limitations of the scope of disclosure if data is transferred between countries or regions, or if it is 
a deemed export under the U.S. Export Administration Regulations.

 Purpose of use
• When there are restrictions on the purpose of use such as personal information and licenses based on laws and 

regulations, etc., it is necessary to handle the data within the scope of the purpose of use.
 Data controller

• In this framework, which puts the focus on data, the data controller also changes in the process of data 
distribution, and it is treated as one of the “properties” of data.

 Data rights holder
• If data contains personal information or is related to a company’s competitiveness, apart from the data controller, 

there can be an entity that has the right to data. Even if an entity receives data as a result of transfer/provision in 
the value creation process, data rights holder is considered to continue to have the right to the data that is 
managed by the receiver. Therefore, it needs to be managed as a “property” in the process. 
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Utilization method
- Utilization between the supply chain stakeholders -

 In each step of the data lifecycle, stakeholders of the value creation process are expected to ensure data 
trustworthiness by visualizing the risks and then working on the measures that each entity should take 
while forming consensus with other entities.

 For details on the security measures that each entity should implement against the identified risks, refer to the 
various international standards related to information security that have been published so far.

 It is expected that this framework will also be used for the examination of IT governance (digital 
governance) by management in the future.

Domain
(Act on the Protection of Personal Information) Domain (Installment Sales Act/PCI-DSS)

Domain (Retailer X)

Examples of POS data utilization by retailer

Category

Value

Scope of disclosure

Data rights holder

Data controller

Sales data A
(Physical store)

Properties

Category

Value

Scope of disclosure

Data rights holder

Data controller

Sales data B
(EC site)

Properties

Category

Value

Scope of disclosure

Data rights holder

Data controller

Sales aggregation data A
(Physical store)

Properties

Sales aggregation data B
(EC site)

Properties

Integrated 
sales data

Properties
Category

Value

Scope of disclosure

Data rights holder

Data controller

Area sales/ 
membership data

Properties

Trade secret

High
Internally within 
Company A

Company A

Company A

Individual

Trade secret

High
Internally within 
Company A

Company A

Company A Individual

Event
Processing/
usage

Event
Processing

Event
Generation/ 
acquisition

Event
Generation/ 
acquisition

Trade secret

High
Internally within 
Company A

Company A

Company A Individual

Nomenclature errors occur during data 
integration

Event
Processing/
usage)

Category

Value

Scope of disclosure

Data rights holder

Data controller

Trade secret

Extremely high
Internally within 
Company A

Company A

Company A Individual

Category

Value

Scope of disclosure

Data rights holder

Data controller

Trade secret

High
Internally within 
Company A

Company A

Company A Individual

Network communication 
Sniffing

Trade secret

Internally within 
Company A
Company A

High

Company A
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Utilization method 
- Analysis of the gap between the rules -

 (Explanation of the main points of the outline) this framework can also be used as a model to clarify the difference (gap) between the requirements and 
measures that are required to ensure data security within various data management rules.

 Visualization of changes to data “domains” and “properties” can help understand the differences in 
requirements and measures that are required to ensure data security.

Personal data a

[Event]

Personal data a’’

[Domain][Domain]

In the U.S., the U.S. government agencies 
were added within the scope of disclosure, 
which became an important factor in 
deciding whether to disable privacy shield.

Personal data a’

[Domain]

[Event]

[Domain]

In January 2019, Japan has implemented an adequacy 
decision with the EU based on Article 24 of the Act on the 
Protection of Personal Information and Article 45 of the 
GDPR.

https://www.ppc.go.jp/enforcement/cooperation/cooperation/sougoninshou/

Data transfers from Europe to third 
countries are prohibited in principle by 
the GDPR, but this is not a matter of 
having different data-managing entities, 
as Japan and the EU implement mutual 
adequacy decision.

[Properties]
Personal data

Within Company A

EU citizen
Company A’s base in 
Europe

Personal data
Within Company 
A

EU citizen
Company A’s 
base in Europe

U.S. government 
agencies

Company A’s 
base in U.S.

[Properties]

Personal data

Within Company A
EU citizen
Company A’s base in 
Europe

Company A’s base in 
Japan

[Properties]

Transfer

Transfer/
provision

Category
Scope of 
disclosure
Data rights holder
Data controller

Category
Scope of 
disclosure
Data rights holder
Data controller

Category
Scope of disclosure
Data rights holder
Data controller

[Domain]

GDPR (Europe) U.S. FTC Act, etc.

Act on the Protection of Personal 
Information (Japan), etc.

Privacy shield

Adequacy 
decision
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(Reference) Complexity of data management due to multi-layering 
and stratification of system configurations

 The multi-layering and stratification of systems are progressing due to the advancement of cloud service 
utilization, which sometimes leads to value being created in a place that is different from where data is actually 
processed.

 An increase in the complexity of a system may cause data-handling domains to deviate from physical spaces.

Company A

uses SaaS 
provided by 
Company B 

Company A’s data are actually 
processed by IT devices located in 
Country Y, but neither the location 
nor the routes of data are disclosed 
to user companies.

Managed by 
Company 
B(SaaS) Managed by 

Company 
C(PaaS)

Managed by 
Company 
D(IaaS)

Company B uses
PaaS of Company C

Company C uses
IaaS of Company D

Usually, specific rules (i.e. Unfair Competition 
Prevention Act, Act on the Protection of Personal 
Information) are applied to data and its processing 
methods according to the industry, data category, etc.

When cloud services, etc. are 
used, local rules may apply 
depending on the geographic 
location of data and its processing 
system.

Data

Country Y

Country X
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Domain(Service contract between 
Company C and Company D)

Domain(Service contract between 
Company B and Company C)

(Reference) Complexity of data management due to multi-layering 
and stratification of system configurations
 When Company A decides to store data by contracting with Company B, assuming that Company B’s SaaS 

runs on Company C’s PaaS which runs on Company D’s IaaS, Company A might perceive that their data is being 
stored on Company B’s SaaS, but their data is actually stored on Company D’s IaaS, and there is a risk that 
this dynamics might be opaque within the context of the relationship between Companies A and B.

 It is therefore important to recognize that such complicated cases exist, visualize data flow in the value 
creation process according to the sensitivity, etc. of the handled data, review the terms and conditions of the 
service contract, and verify the matter with the contract partner.

Domain(Service contract between 
Company A and Company B)

Domain(Laws and regulations in Country Y)Domain(Act on the Protection of Personal Information) Domain(Laws and regulations in Country X)

Category personal information

Value (importance) high

Scope of disclosure Within Company A

Data rights holder Company A

Data controller Company A
Media, storage 
destination

Company A’s 
terminals A

Company A (Japan)
Business data

Properties

Company B (Japan) SaaS
Stored data

Properties

Company C’s (Country X) 
PaaS Stored data

Properties

Company D’s (Country Y) 
IaaS Stored data
Properties

Category personal information

Value (importance) high

Scope of disclosure Within Company A?

Data rights holder Companies A and B?

Data controller Companies A and B?

Media, storage 
destination

Company B’s SaaS 
(Company C’s PaaS 
(Company D’s IaaS))

Category personal information

Value (importance) high

Scope of disclosure Within Company A?

Data rights holder Companies A, B, C?

Data controller Companies A, B, C?
Media, storage 
destination

Company C’s PaaS 
(Company D’s IaaS)

Category personal information

Value (importance) high

Scope of disclosure Within Company A? Country Y’s
government

Data rights holder Companies A, B, C, D?
Data controller Companies A, B, C, D?
Media, storage 
destination Company D’s IaaS

(Generation/acquisition, etc.)

(Processing/usage, etc.) It is important to consider data storage destination when using the cloud.
Since Company B’s SaaS is operating on Company C’s PaaS and Company 
C’s PaaS is operating on Company D’s IaaS in this example, data is actually 
stored on Company D’s IaaS.

Scope of disclosure, rights holders, 
managing entities, etc. are considered to be 
defined by each contract. Since data handling 
by Companies C and D are opaque to Company
A, which has contract with Company B, it is 
important to verify details of each contract.

Note that in some countries, 
the government may seek information 
disclosure.

Event
Transfer/provision

Event
Transfer/provision

Event
Transfer/provision

Data is viewed by a third party due 
to misconfiguration, alteration, etc. 
of authorities.

Information leak from 
Company D
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